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Abstract 
This STEM project has utilized the Lego 31313 EV3 Robotics to simulate the Tesla Summon Auto-Pilot 
parking technology.  The objective is to build a Lego Robotics which can park itself automatically in a 
very tiny space quickly.  Safety is the major requirement to ensure there is no significant risk associated 
with self-parking. The team has used three ultrasonic sensors and EV3 Programming in order to make a 
smoother U-turn and park the Robot at the assigned parking slot safely. The team has applied intense 
statistics through systematic problem solving process at each development stage.  This STEM project will 
integrate the Field Design, Robotics Hardware Architecture, EV3 Software Algorithm, and Hardware-
Software System integration in order to meet five challenging Critical to Quality (CTQ) Metrics.  Team 
has followed the Define-Measure-Analyze-Design-Optimize-Verify (DMADOV) Design for Six Sigma 
(DFSS) methodology.   Through DMADOV framework, the team could shorten the try-error learning 
cycle and take solid steps based on a data-driven approach.  The biggest challenge was for this team to go 
through the typical Forming-Storming-Norming-Performing team building cycle.  The team has learned a 
lot on how to apply Minitab statistics in a real Robotics Science project through iterations of 
brainstorming and hands-on practice.  Students have applied Science-Technology-Engineering-
Mathematics (STEM) on Tesla Robotics. 
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1 Project Hypotheses: 
(1) Can the team design a cheap and energy-efficient robot to self-park quickly, accurately, reliably and safety in

rush hours without getting in an accident? 
(2) Can the team reduce the unnecessary parking space to park more cars in the parking lot? 

2 Define Phase 
2.1 Problem Statements: 
• In most big cities, parking spaces are very limited and also expensive, so squeezing our car into tiny spaces 
in a short time is a vital skill for most drivers.  
• When parking in rush hours, people get impatient and take certain risks that can lead to accidents to park.

2.2 Project Initiative and Introduction 
One day, we were carpooling to a birthday party with our classmate whose parents were driving a Tesla Model S. 
Upon arrival, they used Tesla's Auto-Pilot[1,2] parking mode to assist parking their car semi-automatically in a very 
tiny parking space on the street curve side.  It was amazing how Tesla car only spent a few seconds and found how 
to park and fit into that side space quickly and automatically.  
This experience has triggered our strong interest to initiate this Tesla Auto-Pilot Summon Project in early March.  
Team has conducted project benchmarking by comparing Tesla's Self-Parking Project to our Lego Parking project in 
Table 1: 
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Table 1. Tesla Self-Driving vs. Lego Parking Robotics[3] 

 

 

2.3 Identify Design Challenges 
There are three major design challenges: 
• How to design Robotics Hardware Architecture to make a U Turn quickly? 
• How to develop Software Programming to park Robot safely, quickly, reliably, accurately? 
• How to reduce Robotics production cost and enhance its energy-saving? 

 

2.4 Define Project Scope 
SIPOC was utilized to analyze the project scope: 

SIPOC flow (Table 2) starts with the Customer first, and ends with the Supplier. 
– Customers are the people who define our product (customer driven).  
– Outputs are what the customers really want. 
– Processes are the major steps which we can take to continuously improve our product in order to deliver the 

desired outputs. We have designed three major process phases to deliver the outputs. 
– Inputs are the variables which we can optimize to improve our outputs through the previous process phases. 
– Suppliers are the vendors who will provide inputs to build and improve our product. 

 
 

Table 2. SIPOC Analysis of Project Scope 
Supplier Input Process Output  Customer 
X's Function Y's 

Lego 31313 
Robotics 

(basic version) 

3 Ultrasonic Sensors 
Wheel Design 

Field Dimension 

Design 
Hardware 

Accuracy and 
Repeatability 

People who don't 
have good parking 

skills 

EV3 Software 
(free) 

EV3 Programming 
U-Turning 

Parking 

Develop 
Software 

Safety and 
Reliability 

People who want 
more safety during 

parking 

IBM SPSS 
Software 

(student version) 

SPSS Analysis 
Vital Input Variables 

Brainstorming 

System 
Integration 

Cycle Time, and 
Energy Saving 

People who needs a 
shorter parking time 

SIPOC flow (Table 2) starts with the Customer first, and ends with the Supplier. 
– Customers are the people who define our product (customer driven).  
– Outputs are what the customers really want. 
– Processes are the major steps which we can take to continuously improve our product in order to deliver the 

desired outputs. We have designed three major process phases to deliver the outputs. 
– Inputs are the variables which we can optimize to improve our outputs through the previous process phases. 
– Suppliers are the vendors who will provide inputs to build and improve our product. 
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After completed Team SIPOC, team was much clearer on the project outputs, inputs and processes. This was a 
powerful sharing and learning process in the team Forming Phase. 
 
2.5 Project Team Building 
Team was officially formed around the middle of March.  Team has been going through a very typical and 
challenging Team Building cycle. 
• Team have decided to use the upgraded DMADOV[4] project management methodology to shorten the team 

building cycle on the Forming and Storming Phases. Optimize phase was added because we need to further 
optimize the system integration. 

• Team has scheduled weekly meetings from the middle of March until late May to monitor the project 
milestones. 

• Our two mentors helped team going through these team building phases by emphasizing the Statistical and 
Objective data-driven approach. 

 
 
2.6 Project Challenges 
Before we proceed to the next Measure Phase, we conducted a team brainstorming session regarding the Project 
Challenges in Table 3. 

Table 3. Root Cause Analysis 

 
 
This preliminary root cause analysis would prepare our team for next Project Phases by making our team aware of 
major challenges and allocate our resources accordingly and collectively.  Team was occasionally in the Storming 
Phase when most members were sticking with their opinions on the project challenges. 
 
In our Define Phase, team has formed a very diverse Team of four dedicated members. They conducted a SIPOC 
analysis to define the project scope and identify the critical input variables, and output variables.  Team also spent 
significant time to brainstorm and identify the major project challenges. 
 

3 Measure Phase 
Based on the Project Challenges identified in the Define Phase, in the Measure Phase, team would  
make some major modifications on designing the Parking Field, Hardware Architecture, and 
Software framework before conducting the Baseline Capability Analysis.   

The major component in our Robot system is the Ultrasonic Sensor (shown in Figure 1).  We used 
Figure 1. Ultra Sonic Sensor 
the Ultrasonic sensor to measure the distance between the Robot and the walls or an object in front of it.  It does this 
by sending out sound waves and measuring how long it takes the sound to reflect back to the sensor. Ultrasonic 
means the sound frequency is too high for us to hear (ultrasound).        
   
The Ultrasonic Sensor works best to detect objects with hard surfaces that reflect sound well.  Soft objects may 
adsorb the sound waves and not be detected. Objects with rounded or angled surfaces are also harder to detect.  Each 
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Ultrasonic Sensor has an intrinsic dead angle(likely beyond 45 degrees), where the Robot could not detect the most 
returning light, which will calculate the distance incorrectly.  Also, the sensor cannot detect objects that are very 
close to the sensor (< 3cm, dead zone) due to the optical wave limitation.  During the STEM project, team has faced 
these optics challenges and was able to overcome these shortcomings by optimizing the Hardware Design. 
 
3.1 Design Parking Field 
We want to simulate the real parking scenarios to test the safety and reliability of Robot self-parking capability.   U-
Turn and Parking Space are most critical factors in designing our parking field (Figure 2). 
• To monitor the robot's movement pattern, we also divided the parking route into three zones: (1) Zone A: initial 

straight movement, (2) Zone B: complete U turn, (3) Zone C: stopping process.   
• We design our field dimension allowing 5.5cm side parking margin which would force our Robot to make a 

tighter U-turns without hitting the wall. 
• We ensured the central foam wall surface is flat so the Ultrasonic light reflections will be more effective.  
• We also put the blue tape on the central wall surface to make surface harder so reflections will be more 

effective. (Figure 3 before and Figure 4 after the field modifications). 
• The sound wave reflection on the central wall surface is very critical since we need to control this side margin 

to make a smaller U-turn accurately. 
 

  
 

Figure 2. Parking Field Drawing Figure 3. Original Parking Field             Figure 4. Optimized Field 
 
3.2 Robotics Hardware Design Principles 
• We changed the back wheel to the “Ball Design”, and moved it closer to the center of the Body Mass (Figure 

5): ball design provides more turning freedom to make the U-turn easier (Figure 6). 
– The ball wheel design would cost us $10, and 30 grams heavier. 
– Though, this ball design was critical to improve the U turn efficiency significantly. The Robotics speed 

could be increased to near full 100% level with the Ball Design added. 
– After move the back wheel closer to the body mass center, the Robotics could make a quicker U turn 

since the Robotics turning dimension was shorter (comparing a mini-cooper vs. a train).   
• The ideal case is that the Robotics Mass center is right at the center of Triangle of the three Wheels. 

  

 
 

 

Figure 5. Back Wheel Location 
 

Figure 6. Back Wheel Design 
 

 
• We need to equip our Robotics with 3 Ultrasonic Sensors:  

– Front Sensor, Right Sensor, Left Sensor 

Baseline Improve
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– We need all three sensors in order to make the U Turn at the right time, and to park the Robot 
accurately and precisely.   

 
3.3 EV3 Software Design Principles 
After completed the Hardware Design modification, team has also developed the first prototype EV3 program to 
enable our Lego Robotics able to complete the self-parking cycle based on the following three design principles: 
(1) We need to optimize the EV3 algorithms on how to communicate the distance data among three sensors in order 

to control the U-turns and park the Robot in the end accurately and timely. 
(2) Left, Right, and Front Sensors are used to adjust the side margin to avoid hitting the side walls. 
(3) Front Sensor is serving to trigger U-turns and also to stop the Robot in the end.0 
Based on above three design principles, team has designed their proto EV3 program demonstrated by the Algorithm 
Flow Chart in Figure 127. 
• Assign the Left Sensor as the main sensor to make Robotics turning right when making a U turn 
• Assign the Front Sensor as the secondary sensor to assist the U turn 
• The above two sensors would force Robotics to make a smaller U turn (closer to the central foam piece) 
• Assign the Left Sensor as the safety net (not hitting the central piece) 
• Due to the Robotics Mechanics limitations, team has optimized the Sensor Distance Thresholds, U Turning 

Degree, and Robot Speeds as demonstrated in Figure 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7. EV3 Algorithm Flow Chart 

 
3.4 Baseline Capability Analysis 
After completing the Parking Field Design, Robotics Hardware Design, and EV3 Software Proto Design, team has 
collected the first cycle data and conducted the Baseline Capability Analysis.   Baseline capability analysis is a good 
Gap analysis and help team to set the project goals reasonably within the project trilogy: (1) Project Cost, (2) Project 
Schedule, and (3) Project Quality. We will demonstrate Robotics Movement Pattern by analyzing the distances 
measured by three Ultrasonic Sensors: Right Sensor, Left Sensor, and Front Sensor.   
In Figure 8, data collected from the Front Sensor, we have observed an interesting movement patterns: (1) Zone A 
initial Straight movement, (2) Zone B U turn movement, and (3) Zone C Stopping Process. 
• Total cycle time is around 9.1 seconds: Zone A is 3.4s; Zone B is 3.8s; Zone C is 1.9s.  Not surprisingly, Zone 

B took a longer travelling time due to making a U turn.   
• The sudden two jumps on the Front sensor curve indicated the near two 90 degrees turns in completing the U 

turn.  After completed each 90 degrees turn, the Front Sensor would face the different walls and, suddenly, the 
distance reading was much higher.   

• Also, the Robotics did not park at the desired parking space. When completely stop, the Front Sensor shall be 
~3.5cm away from the end wall to save the parking space.  Though, the average of the last five end points is 
7.1cm.  This parking accuracy is very critical to both the safety concern and the parking space used. 

Left Sensor 
margin is 
less than 
8  

Right turn at 50% 
and Speed at 50% 

Front 
Sensor 
margin is 

  
  

Right 
sensor 
margin is 

   
 

Right turn at 40% 
and Speed at 50% 

Right turn at 30% 
and Speed at 50% 

Right turn at 5% 
and Speed at 50% 

Yes Yes Yes 
No 

No No 
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• By looking at the raw data graphically, we could get a clear picture about how the Robotics moved during the 
entire parking cycle. 

 

 
  

      Figure 8. Front Sensor Distance      Figure 9. Right Sensor Distance                Figure 10. Box Plot 
 

In Figure 9, data collected from the Right Sensor, we have also observed 3-Zone movement patterns: (1) Zone A 
initial Straight movement, (2) Zone B U turn movement, and (3) Zone C Stopping Process.   
• Based on our EV3 Software Design Principle, we utilized the Left Sensor and Front Sensor to force Robotics to 

make a smaller U Turn. Therefore, we would expect that the Right Sensor distance should be kept closer to 4cm 
threshold as possible. 

• However, during the U-turn, we won’t expect the Right Sensor reading could be kept at 4cm ideal case. 
• Based on the Figure 14, most distance data was above 7.5cm except the very early initial straight period, which 

has indicated the improvement opportunity to make a smaller U turn, as indicated by a higher distance data 
shown in Zone B. 

• Also, in Zone C, the Robotics could not park at the desired parking space.  The ideal side parking margin for the 
Right Sensor is 5.5cm considered the field dimensions.  We calculated the last 10 end points and mean was 
around 10.1cm.  Current baseline algorithm could not control the end parking accuracy well.  

• Parking at 5.5cm side margin is very critical to the project success: (1) Safety concern (not hitting any side 
wall), and (2) reduce unnecessary Parking Space. 

 
In Figure 159, Box plot was conducted on the Right Sensor Data in Zones A & B to check the U-Turn efficiency.  
Several upper outliers were observed (during the U-turning).  Team has decided to use Median to present the central 
tendency and dispersion in Figure 10. 
 
3.5 Set the Project Performance Metrics and Goals 
Based on the above baseline capability analysis, team has set up the project performance metrics and goals as 
following: 
(1) Total Cycle Time: reduce 50% cycle time from current 9.1 seconds to below 4.5 seconds.  50% reduction is 

reasonable and which should not be the major goal because safety is our No.1 Priority. 
(2) Front Sensor Parking (last 5 points in Zone C): 50% reduction from current 7.1cm to near target at 3.5+/-

0.25cm.  We could not lower this target lower due to the Ultrasonic Sensor Dead Zone limitation at 3cm. 
(3) Right Sensor Distance (Zones A & B): 25% median reduction from current 8.6cm to 6.5cm.  This could be the 

most difficult change in this project to make a much smaller U-turn because of the Ultrasonic Dead Angle.  
(4) Right Sensor Parking (last 10 points in Zone C): 45% reduction from current 10.1cm to at 5.5+/-0.5cm target.   

We set the minimum and maximum range in order for both the drivers and passengers to open the door and get 
out of the car comfortable.  After just completed a U-turn in Zone B, the Robot may not face the end wall 
straightly. And, which would confuse Robot EV3 programming on how to adjust the alignment in order to park 
the Robot straightly and accurately. Our current EV3 Parking Algorithm is developed based on one BIG 
assumption: Robot is straight.  If Robot is slanted, this algorithm may guide the Robot turning to the opposite 
direction. 

(5) Robot Weight (grams): 30% Robot weight reduction from current 910grams to below 700grams.  We want to 
reduce Robot cost and energy-consuming by set the Robot weight below 700grams to make Robot more 
economically affordable and Green Energy-Saving. 

 
4 Analyze Phase 
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After another team brainstorming session, team has found the following potential solutions. We replaced regular 6 
“AA” batteries (Figure 11) with a lighter rechargeable Lithium battery 
– The total robot weight reduced by 10%(~70grams) that allows our robot move faster at the same power level 

(energy-saving concept). The weight was reduced to 673 grams by removing several redundant components. 
– By comparing two Battery Designs side by side, a significant cycle time reduction at the same power level was 

observed.  (2-sample t comparison: P-value < 0.05, mean reduced from 9.1 seconds to 8.5 seconds).  The cycle 
time performance has shown a high correlation with the Robotics Weight. 

– Initial higher cost, rechargeable lithium is $80 cost compare to $25 recharger/charger set. However, lifetime 
cost may be similar or even lower due to lighter weight.  Also, it is lower gravity center which improve U turn 
performance 

 
We moved two side ultrasonic sensors (Figure 12) to the front for Robot to make the U-turn earlier and prevent 
robot from bumping into the wall.  The sensors at front could detect the field change and dead zone(<3 cm) earlier 
and trigger the necessary U-turn algorithm (Zone B) in time. Move the right sensor in front will help adjust the side 
parking distance earlier in Zone C, which may prevent or minimize the Side Parking “Slanted” risk. We turned the 
left sensor 45o(Figure 13) to prevent any ultrasonic sensor travelling at the dead angle and fail to measure the 
Robot's distance reliably to the nearest wall. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Battery Design Figure 12. Sensor Prototype     Figure 13. Optimum Sensor  

 
• After modified the Sensor Orientation and Location, we have observed a dramatic improvement during the 

Zone B U-Curve.  Robotics was able to make a smoother and smaller U-Turn earlier and significantly reduced 
the total cycle time, especially in the Zone B. Changed tire size design from small size to medium size(see 
images in Figure 14 &dimensions/weight in Table 4) 

– The tire diameter is 40% larger and which can increase the Robot Linear Velocity proportionally. 
– At medium size, the Robot weight is increased by 2% (consume more power, and may slow down Robot speed) 
– The tire size benefit has outperformed the tire weight drawback, and the total cycle time has been reduced when 

changing the tire size from small to medium.  Why not change the tire size to Large? 
– Though, the large tires were not working since the Tire is not just heavier also much wider and will eat out 20% 

of side parking margin which would make Robot much difficult to make a tight U-turn and park in the end.   
– At large size, the side margin would be reduced from 5.5cm to 4.5cm, which made it impossible to make fast U-

turns in Zone B unless we will slow down the Robot speed significantly. Then, the overall cycle time would be 
even worse than the medium size. 

– Team has decided to use the Medium Size for our Robot Design for the Improve and Optimization phases. 
  

              Table 4. Tire Dimension 

  
Figure  14. Tire Design                                Table 4 

 
The above major hardware design changes were mainly for the improvement on the Zone A and Zone B.  Robotics 
could make an easier and earlier U-turn to shorten the travelling distance and cycle time.   
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4.1 Software Design Principles 
In addition to the Hardware Analysis, team also conducted the software portion to further improve Zone C Parking 
algorithm to address the two parking performance concerns. 
In order to improve parking performance, team has decided to expand current EV3 programming: Zone A and Zone 
B (stage I) would still use the current EV3 Proto framework.  A special Parking Algorithm (Stage II) has been 
created for Zone C in order to optimize the parking algorithm particularly to park accurately and safely (may not be 
faster). This special EV3 Parking Algorithm is based on the following EV3 programming principles: 
• Control the Right Sensor Distance threshold within 5-6cm window in Zone C to adjust the side parking space 

near the target at 5.5cm.   
• The left sensor will be inactivated because the left sensor is oriented 45 degrees which will provide the 

inaccurate side parking distance in Zone C.   
• Use the Front Sensor to stop the Robot at 4cm from the end wall.   
 
Team has doing pretty well in the Norming Phase.  The main EV3 programmer was able to modify the EV3 stage II 
parking algorithm.  The main SPSS/Minitab analyst has provided the real-time analysis and feedback to guide EV3 
programmer.  The other two members were documenting the information and creating the STEM project report in 
parallel.  Every member was contributing to the Project by following the team agenda. 
 
5 Design Phase 
In this Design Phase, team wanted to verify these individual improvement at the system integration level. Team has 
conducted hypotheses testing and has verified each vital few X summarized (through 2-sample t tests) in the Table 5 
. 
After completed at the individual component level, team has also verified the improvement at the system integration 
level by conducting the performance comparison between the Baseline Setting and the Best Setting so far in the 
Improve Phase, seen images in Figure 15. 
We collected data on both Robots side-side in order to make a direct comparison against five criteria/goals specified 
in the Measure Phase. 

                                     Table 5. Hypotheses Test Results  

 

 
Figure 15. (Two Robots Side-Side Images) 

 
(1)  Total Cycle Time Goal: reduce 50% cycle time from measure phase 9.1 seconds to below 4.5 seconds 
– See Figure 16: total Cycle Time has been improved to 3.4 seconds, which has met < 4.5 seconds criteria.  
– Cycle time pattern is similar to the previous measurement phase but much shorter.  The similar pattern has 
indicted that, at faster speed, the Robot U-Turn movement pattern was staying the same.  We won’t trade any Safety 
Risk with Faster Cycle Time.  Which has indicated no additional safety risk observed to make a U-turn at faster 
speed (typically, when making a faster U-turn, the safety risk of hitting the walls will be higher).  
– This good result has verified our three vital few Xs: Lighter Robot, Earlier U-Turn and Medium Tire Size 
which have collectively and significantly reduced the total cycle time as predicted in the Analyze Phase. 
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– Front Sensor Parking Goal (last 5 points in Zone C): 50% reduction from measure phase 7.1cm to hit window 

within 3.5+/-0.25cm.  We could not lower this range.  
(2)  
– In Figure 17, the Front parking margin has been improved from 7.1cm to 4cm, but still not meeting the 
3.25cm-3.75cm criteria.   
– The improvement is mainly due to the newly created EV3 parking (stage II) algorithm. 
(2)(3) Team will further look for another parking solution in the Optimize Phase. 

 

  
Figure 16. (Top: Baseline; Bottom: Improve) Figure 17. Box-Plot of Baseline vs. Improve 

 
(3)(4) Right Sensor Distance Goal (Zones A & B): 25% median reduction from 8.6cm to 6.5cm 
– In Figure 18, the median of Right Sensor distance has been improved from 8.6cm to 6.7cm but still above 
6.5cm target.  
– The improvement is mainly due to the improved Hardware (Weight, Sensor Location, Tire Size), to make a 
smaller U-Turn.  
– We can further adjust the Front & Left Turn Level in Zones A & B to force Robot being even closer to the 
center foam piece, which will reduce the shift Right Sensor Distance distribution lower in the Optimization Phase. 

 
(4)(5) Right Sensor Parking Goal (last 10 points in Zone C): 45% reduction from current 10.1cm to at 5.5+/-

0.5cm target.   
• In the Analyze Phase, we have designed a EV3 Program to control the Right Sensor Parking Distance within 5-

6cm in Zone C 
• In Figure 19, the Robot has automatically adjusted its side margin within 5-6cm in the Zone C parking period 
• The last 10 points average has been reduced from Baseline 10.1cm to 5.1cm (near the lower side). 
• However, the last few points are below 5-6cm window.  The Robot was not able to staying inside the 5-6cm 

window mainly due to the slanted parking pattern.  This has created a very challenging to further improve the 
parking accuracy. 

• This inaccuracy parking may also create some safety concern.  We have reserved this 5.5cm side parking 
margin to allow the passengers can open the door and get out of the car comfortably.  

• We will address this concern further in the Optimize phase. One potential solution is to set the lower threshold 
at 5.25cm to provide 0.25cm further margin during the final stopping point. 
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Figure 18. Boxplot comparison Figure 19. Right Sensor Parking 
 

(5) Robot Weight Goal (grams): 30% Robot weight reduction from current 900grams to below 700grams.  We want 
to reduce Robot cost and energy-consuming by controlling the Robot weight.   

–(6) The current Robot weight is still 673grams as the Measure Phase, below 700 grams.  We did not relax the 
Robot Weight performance in our Improve Phase.  

 
We still need to make further improvements on Item (2), Item (3), and Item (4) in the next Optimize Phase. 

 
6 Optimize Phase 
In the Improve Phase, we have identified three following concerns: 
• Item (2): the Front Parking distance (Zone C) is at 4cm above 3.25cm-3.75cm window.  
• Item (3): the Right Sensor (Zones A & B) distance is 6.73cm still above 6.5cm target. 
• Item (4): the Right Sensor Parking (Zone C) distance are outside 5-6cm parking window.   

 
After conducted another Brainstorming session, team has decided to further optimize the Robotics performance on 
the following factors, which have NOT been explored yet in the previous project phases.  Team believes there are 
still many potential opportunities to further optimize the EV3 parameters to make a U-turn better or to park the 
Robotics more accurately. 
• For Item (2), we could modify the EV3 Parking algorithm.  Be more specific, how to control the break process 

in the end?  The best way is to allocate Robot more parking time in order to park the Robot closer within 
3.25cm-3.75cm window.  In the improve phase, we have achieved the total cycle time 3.4 seconds with 1.1cm 
over-achievement margin below 4.5 seconds target.  Team has further modified the Parking Algorithm slightly 
to allow Robot having additional 0.1 second to park closer to the Wall accurately. 

In Figure 20, the Front Parking Distance has been significantly reduced to 3.6 seconds within our acceptance 
window 3.25-3.75 second.  This performance can further save about 5% parking space. 
• For Item (3), we can adjust the EV3 Front Sensor and Left Sensor Turn Level to make a smoother turn in order 

to make a smaller U-Turn to reduce the Right Sensor Distance in Zones A & B.  In Figure 21, we have 
improved the Right Sensor Distance mean to 6.47cm below 6.5cm target, which means after EV3 optimization, 
the Robot has made a much better U-Turn in Zones A & B indicated. 

• We have successfully avoided the Dead Angle and Dead Zone when making a smaller U-Turn. 
• This smaller U-Turn will also save the shared drive path outside the parking space. 
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Figure 20. Improvement on Front Parking Figure 21. Improvement on Right Sensor 
 

• For Item (4), we could narrow the Right Sensor Parking threshold range from previous (5, 6) to (5.25, 5.75) to 
avoid the Right Sensor Margin below 5cm.  In Figure 22, we have observed a much better Right Sensor side 
parking accuracy.   

• The last 10 points of right sensor distance were all within 5cm and 6cm.  The mean is 5.21.  We have achieved 
the Parking Accuracy on the Side Margin. 

• We could not further reduce the side range because which may cause too much adjustment and slow down the 
parking process (going beyond 4.5 seconds cycle time goal). 

•  

 
 

Figure 22. Right Sensor Improvement 
 

           Figure 23. Starting Point  
 

 
• We will also study the Robotics Initial Placement, which may make impact on the Robot U-turn behavior in 

Zones A & B.  See Figure 23, we have placed a “green” dot to present the Robot initial placement.  This 
standard process will also help Robot Repeatability on most performance criteria. 

 
We have met all five requirements as summarized in the following Table 6: 

 
Table 6. Improvement Summary 

 
 
7 Verify Phase 
We have successfully met all five criteria.  The biggest achievements are highlighted in the followings: 
• Understood the Ultrasonic Sensor Optics and Limitation such as Dead Angle and 3cm Dead Zone Limitations 

on Robotics Design and Development 
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• Used three Ultrasonic Sensors in order to make a Smaller U-Turn and the Parking accurately 
• Optimize the Robotics Hardware Architecture Design such as Robot Weight, Tire Size, Back Wheel Design, 

Rotation Flexibility… 
• Team has also optimized EV3 programming to optimize U-turn and Parking accuracy. 
• The most wonderful experience is for team to utilize SPSS and Minitab software to analyze the raw data to 

discover the Robot motion pattern in order to conduct a systematic root cause analysis. 
• Team has also learned the challenging Team Building Cycle and realized how to document and plan each step 

collectively. 
• Team has developed a much stronger sense on the Safety, Green Energy in addition to Technical subjects. 
 
Future Work 
We can consider the following Future Work as continuous improvement opportunities (may be for Y2017 STEM 
Poster/Project Contests): 
• We can design different EV3 algorithms in each Zone (A, B, C) or even more Zones if necessary to further 

optimize each local U-Turn.   
• We can use the “linear stopping algorithm” to make a smoother and accurate parking. 
• We can use the Lego Gyro or Color sensor when making the two 90-degrees right turns as assistance. 
• We can select a better tire size on both the tire diameter and the tire width to further optimize the Robot Speed. 
• Study the Battery Power Lifetime impact on the Robot performance.  We can try the Power Level at 100%, 

75%, 50%, and 25% to determine the Maintenance Cycle.  The Robot speed may be highly dependent on the 
Battery Power Level. 

• Optimize the Robot move pattern from current U shape to Octagon shape.  Robot may move faster most time 
during straight zones and slowed down just a little bit at smaller turning locations. 

• We may need to optimize Ultrasonic Sensors’ locations to avoid/minimize cross-talk (receiving the wrong 
returning signal from the neighbor sensors with same sound frequency)  
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